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SENATOR BOB SMITH (Chair):

Welcome to the most

interesting Committee in the entire Legislature -- either house.
Today we’re having our third hearing on electronic waste. We
have a program that’s been in effect for a reasonable amount of time; it’s
starting to falter a little bit, and we’re trying to find ways to fix it, reform it,
make it better.
Because this is the third hearing-- And, by the way, everything
you say is being recorded, so no dirty words today, all right? (laughter) It
will be down for posterity.

This is it.

It’s already been released from

Committee; today we’re going to listen to what everybody has to say. And
if we think there’s a need to amend it, we’ll amend it on the floor. But this
is the moment.
Now, if you want to read a statement, don’t come up. You can
give the statement to the Committee Aides, and we promise we’ll read
them. If you want to talk to us and explain what the issues are in your own
words, rather than reading something, we would like to hear it. We would
also appreciate it if you would not be over repetitive.

You can say, “I

identify with the remarks of Mr. So-and-So, but here’s another issue you
need to think about.” So let’s try and be focused, and-All right. And what we’re also going to do for our members -- I
asked -- Mike or Kevil? -- Mike to summarize all of the written input that
we’ve received so far. So we’re passing around a memo that describes the
summary of that information.
Okay, and with that in mind, let’s hear from you.
Before we hear from you, to make it official, let’s take the roll.
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MR. MOLIMOCK (Committee Aide): Senator Thompson.
SENATOR THOMPSON: Here.
MR. MOLIMOCK: Senator Bateman.
SENATOR BATEMAN: Here.
MR. MOLIMOCK: Senator Smith.
SENATOR SMITH: Here.
And we understand that Senator Greenstein is on her way.
All right. First, let’s have Mike Egerton and Matt Karmel from
the New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce, for seeking amendments.
M I C H A E L E G E N T O N: Thank you, Chairman Smith.
For the record, Mike Egenton, Senior Vice President, New
Jersey State Chamber of Commerce.

And obviously we appreciate the

opportunity to provide our input on Senate Bill 2973, which seeks to revise
the electronic waste recycling law.
Chairman, I’m joined here today by Matt Karmel, an attorney
at the law firm of Riker Danzig, who will discuss the draft legislation. He
won’t read the testimony; he’ll talk from the heart and mind.
SENATOR SMITH:

Right. You were kind enough to give us

a copy.
MR. EGENTON: Kind enough to give you a copy.
I just want to explain my invitation to Matt. Usually when we
have legislative issues that are an impact or have an interest from the
business community perspective, we have an environment energy task force
within the Chamber. And from time to time we invite our guests down to
provide input. So with that, I’ll keep it short, and I’ll hand it over to Matt.
M A T T H E W A. K A R M E L, Esq.: Good afternoon.
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I wanted to speak about market share, and the definition of
market share contained in the proposed legislation.
My reading of the proposed legislation is that the market share
is not defined as to what metric is being used for calculating market share. I
know the current New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
regulations define market share in terms of number of units sold, but there
are many different options for calculating market share: units or revenue or
weight. And I think it begs a discussion as to which one of those is most
closely tied to the cost of recycling, and most accurately reflects what the
obligation of the recycler should be.
SENATOR SMITH:

So what do you think is the best way to

define it, and why?
MR. KARMEL: Well, I would say that weight is most likely
the best way to define it, because that seems to cut a lot of the differences
among different covered electronic devices out.

You have--

the

possibilities, as I said, are units, or value, but those-- I mean, if you’re
dealing with a large TV, or a smaller computer, or things like that, the units
and the value don’t necessarily capture something that is uniform across the
base. But weight captures that a little more.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MR. KARMEL:

And so, that was my comment regarding

market share.
I also wanted to note that the legislation ties the obligation to
market share, as you all know. And one of the important things is the
provision of the legislation that allows the DEP to increase the market share
-- or estimate, I apologize, the market share based on the prior year, and
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then based on an additional amount that is based on the previous year’s
retail sales. And there is a lot of room there for the DEP to determine what
the proper method is. And we would, again, want to make sure that the
method that is chosen for estimating that additional amount of recycling to
be collected covers the amount to be recycled; but also is a good estimate -uses good methodologies so that the manufacturers and the retailers who
have certain obligations under this legislation would not have to rush at the
end of the year to comply with an increase or a decrease in their recycling
obligation. That is, we want to make sure that the estimate is as close to
what’s actually collected as possible because of the provision in the current
law that allows the DEP to increase -- or automatically, actually, increases
the obligation to what the actual amount collected is.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay. Any other comments?
MR. KARMEL: No, those are my only comments.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for participating today.
Frank Brill-SENATOR THOMPSON: Before he leaves-SENATOR SMITH: Oh, Sam -- Senator Thompson.
SENATOR THOMPSON:

Of course, you’re speaking about

trying to calculate market share based on sales. Now, when we speak of
based on sales -- and again we’re probably talking about in-state sales. But
I’m wondering about online sales -- that is, Internet purchases and so on -which today can be substantial. So is there some way this is considered
Internet sales into New Jersey versus in-state sales?
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MR. KARMEL: So my reading of the legislation is that the
market share does not limit or distinguish between in-state or out-of-state
sales.
SENATOR THOMPSON: Well, the question is, will DEP have
any way of knowing what out-of-state Internet sales are being made into
New Jersey to put that into the formula? That’s what I’m asking here.
MR. KARMEL: I’m not sure. I know that-SENATOR THOMPSON: It might be a further complication.
MR. KARMEL: Yes, and I know that other states that have
adopted a weight market share or other market shares have had trouble
with the data that they’ve collected, and access to data. It’s difficult to
measure all these different things because it’s not necessarily easily
available.
SENATOR THOMPSON: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you.
Frank Brill, the Association of New Jersey Recyclers.
Mr. Brill.
F R A N K B R I L L: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Association of New Jersey Recyclers represents not only
county and municipal recyclers -- the folks who run the programs at that
level -- but also the private industry as well.
We find ourselves in this situation, with this Bill, in a little bit
of an awkward position. We know that the private recyclers would like
something more ambitious than what you have in front of you in this Bill.
And we don’t disagree with that approach. In fact, in an ideal world, we
would think that’s what you should be doing.
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However, we know this isn’t an ideal world, and we also know
from what the Chairman has said in previous meetings -- if I’m not
misstating you, Mr. Chairman -- that your reading is: What the DEP would
go along with is pretty much what you have in this Bill right here. We
would rather have a bill that has a chance of getting through and signed by
the Governor than something that’s going to make a valorous effort, but fall
short. We’ve seen plenty of those efforts so far.
SENATOR SMITH: That’s a fair statement, Frank.
MR. BRILL: Thank you.
With that being said, we have submitted testimony to you with
a number of different amendments that we think, while not fixing the
problem, is going to be a good start on fixing the problem. And basically,
there’s just two points there: one is on changing the dates for the
submission of the manufacturer’s plan, so that the county-- It would just
work better. Right now, there’s a mismatch in the time that this plan is
submitted to DEP and when the county knows that they can go out for bids
on their contracts. This will tighten that up a bit.
The other thing is it clarifies that the manufacturer’s plans will
have to incorporate collection centers all over the state.

One of the

problems that has been represented to us, so far, is that sometimes the
manufacturers will rely on a large population growth area, and when they
get enough material from that county they think their obligation is satisfied.
And they may not have done anything in one of the more rural areas. So
this will make sure that everybody -- all residents of the state have an equal
opportunity to have their electronic waste collected and recycled.
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SENATOR SMITH:

Describe that -- would you please

describe that a little further? I’m not quite sure I understand.
MR. BRILL: Yes. We’re asking now that the manufacturer’s
plans list all the places, all the recycling centers. So when DEP reviews that
plan it will see whether it’s sufficient, whether every part of the state is
being captured -- so it’s fair for everybody across the board. Right now the
problem is that sometimes they meet their obligation, from the
manufacturer’s point of view, and then they stop. They might meet it in
one area of the state where there is a heavy population, and the rural areas
get shortchanged.
SENATOR SMITH: Got it.
MR. BRILL: So there are two main parts. And, like I said, you
have that there; we submitted the testimony to you.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you.
MR. BRILL: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH:

Any questions for Mr. Brill? (no

response)
If not-MR. BRILL: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH:

--our next witness is Walter Alcorn from

the Consumer Electronics Association.
Mr. Alcorn.
W A L T E R L. A L C O R N: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have notes, but I’m not going to read from them. I just want
to make sure I don’t forget the main points.
SENATOR SMITH: Good.
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MR. ALCORN:

My name is Walter Alcorn; I’m with the

Consumer Electronics Association. I appreciate the opportunity to be here
and address this.
Also, in addition to CEA, we represent consumer electronic
manufacturers, retailers. We have several folks here from CEA companies;
we have Samsung, we have Dell -- I think one or two of those may have
signed up as well. We also have Panasonic, Barnes and Noble, and JVC. So
these are all New Jersey employers, and we appreciate the opportunity to
talk today about this law and potential changes to it.
We have -- we took your challenge from the last hearing and we
went back and had extensive internal discussions about what could be a
viable and -- basically a path forward that the industry could support. And
what we submitted to you is a little bit different. This is basically a path
forward that focuses on the material of greatest concern in the recycling
stream -- which, at this point, is cathode ray tubes.

And what we’re

suggesting is that instead of having a program that focuses on mandating
recycling of products that actually are not significant problems -- if any
problem at all in recycling, in terms of the economics of that recycling -that the law really should focus on the products that need help.
clearly, in this case, it’s cathode ray tubes.

And

That’s what dominates the

weight of covered electronic devices coming in.
SENATOR SMITH: So what’s your suggestion for the CRTs?
MR. ALCORN: Our suggestion is that the law be modified to
set a target that is an estimate of how many CRTs are coming into the
stream each year. So basically you’d look at last year’s weights coming in;
and then you would set the target accordingly, based on the CRT portion.
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SENATOR SMITH:

Yes, but what about the gazillions of

CRTs that are out there -- the legacy CRTs?
MR. ALCORN: Well, those would be captured in the target;
that’s the idea.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MR. ALCORN: So it would be actual -- how much is coming in
would be the basis for the target--

CRTs -- how much CRT weight is

coming in. And so then the Department would do the analysis, collect the
data, and then set the target accordingly.
So we think-- This is a new step for us; this is new approach.
And, you know, we get it that we’re all kind of feeling our way through this.
SENATOR SMITH: Yes.
MR. ALCORN:

But we think that this would be an

opportunity to focus the mandate on items that need help the most and,
frankly, could sort of set a new direction I think for (indiscernible) producer
responsibility measures in general.
SENATOR SMITH:

Have you talked to the DEP about this

idea?
MR. ALCORN: Informally, yes we have.
SENATOR SMITH: What was their reaction, informally?
MR. ALCORN: Their reaction is, “Oh, we’ve talked about that
internally as well.” So they are aware of it; they didn’t say, “Great idea,”
“Bad idea.” They said, “Yes, this is another way to do it.”
SENATOR SMITH: Okay. Walter, one other question.
MR. ALCORN: Yes.
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SENATOR SMITH:

Is it the position of the Consumer

Electronics Association that, but for the CRTs, there really isn’t a problem
with the electronic waste recycling?
MR. ALCORN: At this point, yes.
SENATOR SMITH:

Okay. We appreciate you-- Anything

else you wanted to add?
MR. ALCORN: Yes. I would just encourage everybody to look
at the rest of our suggested amendments. I put comments in there. There
are a few more, but the biggest thing we wanted to do, frankly, was to bring
this idea forward. And, frankly, we would hope that we would have an
opportunity to have some more discussion, perhaps outside of this forum,
with other stakeholders in order to see what might be -- where there might
be some areas of agreement.
SENATOR SMITH:

There is a legislative session on

Thursday; electronic waste will not be on it.

There’s a chance that we

might have a session in August -- God forbid, but there’s a chance.
SENATOR BATEMAN: There’s one scheduled.
SENATOR SMITH:

There is one scheduled. I don’t think

electronic waste will be on it.
In September, it could be there. And we are going to take your
comments

under

serious

--

everybody’s

comments

consideration and come up with amendments.

under

serious

So if the Consumer

Electronics Association wants to work with the recyclers and get a little
peace and harmony in the valley, where you can jointly agree on some
amendments to the legislation, that would make every member of this
Committee happy. We do not take pleasure in having war in our business
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communities; we want to have peace, and we want to have a better
electronic recycling program.
So the ball’s in your court to do that -- to see if you can make
some peace in the valley and come up with some joint recommendations.
MR. ALCORN: Okay; I appreciate that. And we certainly-Well, I think it was the Retail Merchants Association that had the idea of
some stakeholder process for the summer. So we’ll also work with them as
well.
SENATOR SMITH: Right. And you don’t need us for that.
MR. ALCORN: Okay.
SENATOR SMITH:

You can do that and talk amongst

yourselves, okay?
MR. ALCORN: Okay. All right, thank you.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you very much.
David Thompson, Panasonic, opposed, no need to testify; Fran
Valluzzo, Dell, opposed. And you haven’t hit the button saying “no need
to testify.” Did you want to testify?
FRAN

V A L L U Z Z O: (off mike) I have some brief comments. I

am submitting a statement, Mr. Chair.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MR. VALLUZZO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I’m Fran Valluzzo representing Dell. And we are delighted to
be able to make some comments on Senate substitute for Senate Bill 2973.
I’m just going to briefly comment that we’re supporting the
CEA amendments that have been submitted, especially the one that Mr.
Alcorn just described. And we agree that that is a good approach. And we
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are also -- we have sold televisions in the past; we sell computer monitors -still do. And we are still committed to collecting anything with a cathode
ray tube in it as part of our responsibility. So there’s no change in that with
regard to Dell.
I also wanted to comment on just one other thing that we are
going to propose -- that we would like to propose. And I apologize if this
was not submitted; I could not get approval in time to submit it last month.
It’s a fairly simple amendment, and I attached it to the
testimony

that

I

provided.

The

amendment

requires

--

allows

manufacturers to use one of two different options to determine their sales
data for use in creating their market-share number. The law currently states
that you use national sales data extrapolated by the population of New
Jersey, divided by the U.S. population. What we’re suggesting is that you
can use that method or, if you can produce sales data directly -- in-state
sales data-- And I would say that it would include Internet sales as well. So
it would be any sales of Dell equipment -- Dell products into the State of
New Jersey by whatever method. That sales data-- We have a process by
which we can determine those on a state-by-state basis much more
accurately than just using the population formula.
So we would offer that as a clarifying amendment.

I don’t

think it’s controversial, but a number of states already do this. There are
about six states -- actually, about 10 states that either allow the option, or
require the use of sales data from state-specific sales data.
SENATOR SMITH:

That would include Internet sales as

well?
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MR. VALLUZZO: Absolutely, yes. It would include all sales,
whether it’s in stores, directly from Dell by phone or Internet, or Internet
sales through Amazon, or anything else.
So that was the main thing I wanted to-- And I also would like
just to comment that we think this Bill is an improvement over the original
Senate Bill 2973 in a number of areas. And I want to sort of qualify it as
opposed, but there’s not a middle ground there, Mr. Chairman. So I would
say we’re opposed but we think it’s a workable solution. It’s a good starting
point, and we agree with the changes that have been made up to now. And
we support the recommendations of CEA and others to continue to improve
it.
And we look forward to continuing to work with you on the
process to make it a better bill.
SENATOR SMITH:

Okay. The clock, however, does run out

in September.
MR. VALLUZZO: Understood.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
Thank you, Fran Valluzzo.
Chris Massaro, Monmouth Wire and Computer Recycling,
opposed.
C H R I S T O P H E R M A S S A R O: Good morning, Chairman and
the Environmental Committee. Thank you.
My name is Chris from Monmouth Wire and Computer
Recycling.

We’re a Class D facility in Tinton Falls, New Jersey.

We

primarily recycle from towns and municipalities within Monmouth County,
some in Ocean County, and some in Mercer County.
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We recognized there being a problem with the law back in
2011, where we had a tremendous backflow of CRT television units at our
warehouse -- so much so that we didn’t have a home for them, no one
wanted to take them; our warehouse was a mess; and the DEP inspects us
once a month as a Class D facility, so we were in violation at that point.
It all comes down to one of the companies we used to recycle
CRTs -- was named Eco International in upstate New York. They shut us
off at that point and we didn’t have a home. And they owed us $13,000,
which we haven’t collected or never will.
We started using a different company the next year, in 2012.
The name of that company is 5R Processors out of Wisconsin.

They

serviced us for about two years; we were able to move material. And it just
so happens that they disappeared; they owe me $50,000, and I can’t get a
hold of anyone in that company.
Another company we used to recycle the televisions was MPC
in Philadelphia. MPC was based out of Philadelphia; we delivered loads to
them two or three times a week.

They were recently caught with 138

trailers full of CRT glass spread throughout Minnesota.
The spirit of the law is great. We want to keep the electronics
out of landfills, and I think we’re doing so.

But we need a sustainable

program. The Bill, in its current situation here, the way it’s written, doesn’t
create a sustainable program for us.
SENATOR SMITH: Why not?
MR. MASSARO: I’m getting there, Senator.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay, go ahead.
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MR. MASSARO: We have seen our subsidies that we receive
from our middlemen and conglomerates go from 15 cents to 2 cents a
pound, where it costs us -- the boots on the ground; we’re doing the
physical labor and the work -- about 7 cents a pound to get it in the door
and ship it to a recycler.
We’ve gone from paying the townships to charging the
townships. And I know that the Monmouth County bid is up next year,
and half of the towns are at no-cost, no-charge right now; but all of the
towns we serve are going to be charged next year.
The Bill isn’t in a good spot right now because we need a few
more things, a few more amendments to it. We need the DEP to regulate
the program. They need a bigger role within the law, and regulating the
program, performing the checks and balances needed in order to ensure that
the material that we say we are recycling or we say we are collecting is
actually collected and being recycled.
Secondly, we need a level playing field amongst all recyclers, in
and out of state. We’re required to pay $7,000 a year in annual fees as a
Class D facility, pay for inspections once a month -- I think that’s $300 or
$400 per trip -- and we would like to see that across the board for in-state
and out-of-state recyclers.
And we’re asking for a fair level of pricing here.

We’re not

asking for price-fixing, but we can have comparisons throughout the other
states and what the rates are. And we can compare the New Jersey waste
stream with the out-of-state waste stream and come up with a solution -- a
fair and level playing field across the board.
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Now, we’re New Jersey employers too. Granted, we might not
employ as many as a Panasonic or a big television manufacturer would, but
we’re employers too. Bottom line is, we’ve had to lay off people because
we’re in a bad financial standpoint now, basically, in regards to this
program. We don’t want to see estimates, you know, control the program.
We need real data to make this happen. Estimates aren’t good; it’s just
going to create more problems, going forward.
Electronic waste stream is one of the biggest in the country. It’s
expanding at 17 percent annually, and globally it’s 93 million tons per year.
And I have news for you: Once the CRTs die off and they don’t come in
anymore, we’re stuck with LCD TVs. And before 2009, all LCD TVs had a
backlit display in them, which are CCFLs -- mercury fluorescent tubes. So
if we don’t get it right this time, we’re not-We need a sustainable program; we have to get this law right
this time, going forward.
That’s all I have to say.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you, Chris.
MR. MASSARO: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH:

Allen Weston, New Jersey Association of

Counties, in favor.
ALLEN

A.

W E S T O N: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members

of the Committee.
My name is Allen Weston, Legislative Director with the New
Jersey Association of Counties. We have submitted written testimony, so in
the interest of time I’ll defer mostly to that, but there are a couple of points
that I just wanted to build on very briefly.
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We’d like to thank the Committee and the sponsors, of course,
for their attention to this very important matter. We remain supportive of
the proposal as written because we believe it addresses the number one issue
from the county level, in that it attempts to remove the weight cap under
which manufacturers are responsible for the costs associated with the
programs.
It is a priority for counties to continue to provide our residents
with a convenient collection program, where an unlimited number of
devices are collected and passed on to our vendors at no cost to the
taxpayer. However, we do recognize that in order to carry out this mission
there needs to be a pool of vendors who are willing to participate in such
programs.

And, unfortunately, the recent events in Somerset County

indicate that that pool of vendors is shrinking.
As the Committee is likely aware, Somerset County is currently
operating under a gentleman’s agreement with their vendor, as their vendor
who was awarded the contract subsequently refused to sign said contract
due to the uncertainty surrounding the State’s e-waste situation.
So based upon that recent chain of events in Somerset County,
we hope that that brings a renewed sense of urgency to the Legislature as a
whole, and in moving this issue. And we certainly think that the Bill, as
written, is a good step in the right direction.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you, Mr. Weston.
Jim Entwistle, Newtech Recycling, in favor.
J A M E S

M.

E N T W I S T L E: Mr. Chairman and Committee,

thank you again for your level of interest with this program.
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I submitted multiple testimony, multiple suggestions to make
this law work, long term. Our goal is to do our job as employers in the
state. We want to employ people, we don’t want to lay people off. We
want to get paid a fair and reasonable rate, and it really comes down to the
simplicity of that.
Our approach, throughout this process, is to make it all work.
We want the State to control the law -- that’s our goal. We want the DEP
to control the way the law is set up, and oversee it, and manage it that way.
Our biggest concern -- or, my biggest concern, moving forward, is that
there’s no mechanism in place to bill the vendors. We’re much in favor of
the market share; we love the unlimited portion of the law. That’s why
we’re in favor of it. But there’s no mechanism, so there’s nothing that is
guiding us on how we can bill the manufacturers. You know, we currently
have some contracts with some manufacturer groups and manufacturers
directly. But when it changes over to an unlimited, and we collect beyond
what we are contracted for, what is in place for me to get paid at that point?
And, right now, the way the Bill stands-SENATOR SMITH: Jim, stop for one second.
MR. ENTWISTLE: Yes, sir.
SENATOR SMITH:

I’d like to hear the answer to that

question.
The Consumer Electronics Association -- Walter. What’s the
solution to that problem?
MR. ALCORN: Thank you for calling me back, Mr. Chairman.
We, frankly, think the solution to that problem is to remove
that provision entirely. Because, frankly, what that does is it creates a
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private entitlement in the law -- or at least implies that anybody who
decides they want to go collect this stuff is entitled to be paid by another
company.

And we don’t like that idea.

We actually would like to see

market forces be used so that, frankly, manufacturers and manufacturing
programs can work with whoever they want on mutual, agreeable terms and
conditions. So that’s our proposed approach.
SENATOR SMITH:

Yes, but what about the situation--

Suppose all your recyclers are all collecting more than anybody ever
anticipated. How do they get paid?
MR. ALCORN: Well, our suggestion, again, is what I suggested
earlier -- which is the DEP basically calculates how many CRTs by weight
were collected during the previous year, and that be the target for the
subsequent year. And so, theoretically, that should mean that the target
matches.
SENATOR SMITH:

But suppose it doesn’t work?

That’s

theoretical; suppose it doesn’t work, and more CRTs are collected. How do
these guys and gals get paid?
MR. ALCORN: Well, frankly, I think we have enough years of
data that we can actually know the weight of CRTs that are coming in. I
think that data are available now. And, frankly, we’re nervous about any
sort of, frankly, blank check that would make it difficult for our companies
to plan and budget.
SENATOR SMITH:

What if the DEP -- I’m just making this

up as I go along -- what if the DEP, quarterly, received reports of the
recycling in the state, and it’s clear that, on a quarterly basis, more is being
collected than anybody anticipated? Would your industry have a problem
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with a post-assessment? In other words, it’s clear that the numbers are
going up, and we should collect more to cover the costs. How would the
industry feel about that?
MR. ALCORN: Well, you know, we’d have to talk about that.
But there might be a somewhat technical way to deal with that, where
maybe the obligation is added on to the next year. So, you know, if-SENATOR SMITH:

It’s hard to tell people to operate at a

loss. Hard to do business that way.
MR. ALCORN:

Well, that’s true of our companies too.

I

mean, the TV industry is-- I mean, I’ve been hearing about layoffs; we’ve
had layoffs in our industry, in New Jersey, as well. So, I mean, I understand
the struggles. We-SENATOR SMITH: See, the problem is, is the suggestion you
have is that the true-up-MR. ALCORN: Right.
SENATOR SMITH: --occurs a year later. What if the true-up
occurred 90 days later?
Why don’t you take that back to your Association and see if
that’s something that could fly.
MR. ALCORN: We’d have to talk about that.
SENATOR SMITH: Would you?
MR. ALCORN: Yes, we will.
SENATOR SMITH: All right.
Sorry to-- And, by the way, stick around, because you might
get called back up again. (laughter)
MR. ALCORN: All right; I’ll be right there.
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SENATOR SMITH: All right.
Jim.
MR. ENTWISTLE:

Yes, those are -- those were some

interesting comments.
The bottom line is that when you put a provision in the law,
like you have in your proposed amendment of unlimited, I know that the
manufacturers are incredibly uncomfortable with that.
We want to collect the material; we want to do what we do.
The challenge is that the only way we’re going to do it is if we’re going to
get paid to do it. And we need that mechanism in place to make it all work.
And that’s what we need in place.
There’s hedging going on about it and, you know, we need
answers. You know, I’m-SENATOR SMITH: Yes. Who do you get paid from now?
MR. ENTWISTLE: I get paid from a manufacturer group; and
some of those manufacturers are represented in this room. Panasonic is one
of the manufacturers; there are some other manufacturers.
SENATOR SMITH: So what do you do -- do you submit a bill
to them?
MR. ENTWISTLE: Yes, we do.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MR. ENTWISTLE:

Yes.

Actually, the way it worked

previously, Senator, is that one of the groups that I represent has given me
counties that I can cover, with very specific weights -- meaning that I
cannot exceed those weights, or go and collect in any other counties and
expect to get paid from that manufacturer group. It is very cut-and-dry in
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my contract. That is not what I want to do; that’s why I have had to reject
business from Middlesex County -- your county -- because they were
interested in doing business with us.
I am the vendor in Somerset County that did not sign the -my most recent contract, because I can’t. Because I don’t know what next
year is going to look like. I don’t know if I’m going to get the support. By
me testifying, there’s a very good possibility I won’t get support from those
manufacturers, realistically. So I’m concerned; I’m concerned about what
the future looks like for Newtech; I’m concerned about what the future
looks like for the industry. We’re one of the largest collectors; I collect
from five counties: Somerset, Union, Mercer, Hunterdon, and Warren
counties. We have a great reputation, but in order for us to keep going, we
need to get paid a fair and reasonable rate. And we need a mechanism in
place to do that. And it exists.
SENATOR SMITH: And what did you think about the idea of
a true-up every 90 days?
MR. ENTWISTLE:

Well, I don’t know if that’s necessary,

right? If you have an unlimited portion in the law that you already have
written in, what difference does an up make? I’m a big believer that you
don’t need the plans, you don’t need budgets, you don’t need 80 forecasts.
This is an unlimited-based law, is what you’ve presented to us.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MR. ENTWISTLE:

My issue is that, if I do over-collect,

Senator, how am I going to get paid and what am I going to get paid?
Because I want to do my job, and so do the other recyclers. We want to
collect, and that’s our biggest issue.
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And I thank you so much for the opportunity. And then the
out-of-state recyclers -- if we can level the playing field with them too that
would be great. You know, we feel that they should pay the same fees that
I pay with the DEP; it just makes sense. It’s just a-- And I know the DEP
is in favor of that, because I’ve spoken to them off-the-record as well.
Thank you so much for the time, again.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for your comments.
Any questions for Mr. Entwistle? (no response)
MR. ENTWISTLE: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
Matt -- is it Mincieli? (indicating pronunciation) -- and Kevin
Callahan, Technet and CompTIA.

Opposed; however, “we’d like it

amended.”
K E V I N

C A L L A H A N: Hi, good afternoon, Chairman Smith,

members of the Committee.
My name is Kevin Callahan; and I’m the Director of
Government Affairs for the Computing Technology Industry Association,
known as CompTIA, as Chairman Smith mentioned. I’m here today to
provide some of our perspective on Senate Bill 2973 in its current form.
Just to give you a little background on who CompTIA is: We
represent about 2,000 information technology companies of all sizes, from
small to large, serving the commercial and public sectors. You have my
written testimony and statements with some suggested language, so I’ll just
touch on a few of the key points that we wanted to raise today.
Primarily,

we

are

concerned

with

the

unfair

financial

responsibility that would be placed on the IT industry. You know, we had
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some discussions about CRT televisions and the collections made by the TV
industry, but we’re concerned with the combination of covered electronic
devices -- which would include a lot of the IT products like computers and
laptops -- that, including TVs in that calculation for manufacturers’ targets-SENATOR SMITH:

Yes, I don’t understand. CompTIA is

not a manufacturer, is it?
MR. CALLAHAN: No. I’m sorry, we’re a trade association-SENATOR SMITH: You’re a trade association.
MR.

CALLAHAN:

--representing

2,000

information

technology companies. We include-SENATOR SMITH: But manufacturers or non-manufacturers?
MR.

CALLAHAN:

We

include

consumer

electronics

manufacturers -- yes, sir; IT hardware manufacturers-SENATOR SMITH: Well, if you took those out of the mix are
the rest of your constituents concerned?
MR. CALLAHAN:

Yes.

We also have IT consulting and

sourcing companies as well, government contractors-SENATOR SMITH: Why would they be concerned?
MR. CALLAHAN: Why would they be concerned?
SENATOR SMITH:

Not the manufacturers; forget the

manufacturers for a second.
MR. CALLAHAN: Sure.
SENATOR SMITH:

But the non-manufacturing members --

why would they be concerned?
MR. CALLAHAN: I think I’m more speaking here on behalf of
some of our manufacturing members.
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SENATOR SMITH: Okay, thank you.
MR. CALLAHAN: Sorry about the confusion there.
SENATOR SMITH: That’s all right.
MR. CALLAHAN: So that would be our first point -- was to
clarify in the Bill that TV targets and IT targets must be made separate.
And so we had some suggested language that touched on that point in our
comments.
The second area that we are concerned with in the Bill is the
proposed expansion of CEDs to include printers and fax machines. Again,
we feel this is targeting an area that is IT products when -- as some of the
discussion here has yielded today, and according to data that we’ve seen
across the country -- is that focus is really on CRT glass collection from
TVs. Certainly, CRT monitors for computers are being collected, and we
have a responsibility to recover that. But expanding the product scope to
include other IT products -- we feel that would provide an additional
burden to our members.
We have some suggested language-SENATOR SMITH: The manufacturing members.
MR. CALLAHAN:

Our manufacturing members, yes sir.

I

apologize.
And then finally, we have a suggestion to touch on the return
share versus market share. We believe, for the IT product manufacturers
and their target collections, that the return share approach is more fair in
this particular case in New Jersey.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for your comments.
Matt.
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MATTHEW

M I N C I E L I: Chairman Smith, through you, and

the members, thank you for the opportunity to testify.
May name is Matt Mincieli; I’m the Northeast Region
Executive Director for TechNet. TechNet is a member association made up
of over 70 of the nation’s leading tech companies, including many IT
manufacturing companies. There is some overlap between Kevin and my
membership, but we do have many different members as well.
SENATOR SMITH:

All right, for the non-manufacturing

members -- let’s try to do that bright line again -- are you representing the
concerns of the manufacturing members versus the non-manufacturing
members?
MR. MINCIELI:

I’m here representing the manufacturing

members.
SENATOR SMITH: Got it; go ahead.
MR. MINCIELI: Of specific concern to those members -- it’s
unclear whether Senate Bill 2973 proposes to continue to set targets for the
TV and the IT industries separately, as the practice is under the current law.
We think it is critical to clarify in the Bill that TV targets and targets for
collecting other covered electronic devices must be calculated separately in
order to avoid shifting the burden from the TVs to the IT industry.
This is especially critical because the Bill, currently, proposes to
add only IT devices as CEDs. Thus, calculating targets as one group would
therefore assign the IT industry a disproportionately large market share of
the materials, that’s now dominated by TVs needing processing.
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So along with CompTIA, we did offer -- submit language that
would clarify -- depending on the intent of the Bill, would clarify the
language and keep those separate.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for your comments.
MR. MINCIELI: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH:

John Martorano Jr., Magnum Computer

Recycling, in opposition.
J O H N M A R T O R A N O Jr.: Good afternoon, everyone.
I have a lot of testimony I was prepared to read. There is an
article in a national trade paper that we all received this past weekend that
clearly shows, not only in New Jersey but nationally, that the manufacturers
are playing recyclers against each other and pushing the cost of recycling to
pennies, versus the 28 cents to 32 cents that we first started to get paid
back in 2011 when this law took place.
My situation is a little bit different.

I’m here with three

colleagues; we are all Class D recyclers, and started this mission, on this
legislation, back in April 2013.

Since then, you’ve helped -- and we

appreciate that -- but it doesn’t go far enough. It’s a good start, but without
the plans being eliminated, and a vehicle where I can deal straight with a
manufacturer, I will continue to lay off, I’ll continue to charge my
generators -- and this will never change.
Back in 2013 I was at a stakeholder’s meeting in Pennsylvania.
And a representative, who represents several manufacturers -- the company
is in this room today, but that person is not -- told me, after she read an
article in the Cape May Herald, that if I continued to be vocal into what’s
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going on, I will find it very difficult to do business in this state and that
they would not support my programs.
We’ve come to an agreement, and I was asked -- I was told,
“Stop talking to the newspapers.” I gave her my remarks, and she offered
me a contract. I believe the contract was for 3 cents for me to collect, ship,
stack, wrap, and ship the product to another recycler out of state -- who, my
colleague Chris Massaro has already told you, has gone out of business.
Since then, three of the manufacturer’s national, non-legacy
recyclers who I’m forced to do business with have gone out of business and
have been busted for stockpiling glass. That same manufacturer rep -- who
is in this room today -- sent me a contract this year for a million pounds.
When we started the ball rolling with this testimony, I got a
phone call from -- I’m sorry, I got an e-mail from someone else in that
organization saying they were cutting me off. Because they were notified by
our DEP that I was no longer servicing the counties that I solicited on that
manufacturer’s form that I was going to continue to recycle for. One of
those counties is in this building right now.
I solicited the DEP for proof of where this e-mail was generated
from, and I solicited my three counties to rebut what this manufacturer’s
rep was using to cancel my contract. The manufacturer’s rep still hasn’t
answered me, and the DEP had no proof; no one knew what they were
talking about.
Since then, they gave me another contract -- for a half-a-million
pounds. They cut a half-a-million pounds out of my network and told me I
can’t service Camden County -- which is the county my facility is located in.
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You know the best part? I still don’t have either one of those
contracts with their signatures on it. What contract am I operating on?
The plans are screwed up; it makes no sense. It makes no sense.
I do have one contract with a national, non-legacy recycler for
several million pounds at 2 cents a pound for me to go out and collect.
They will not support me, who is supported by the DEP, for the entire
recycling of the product. They’re only paying me to do the hauling -- do all
the horse work -- and then send that product somewhere else, out of the
state, to be recycled.
That particular recycler who gives me 2 cents-- I understand
that at one of our meetings, through ANJR or ANJHHWC, that they have
45 percent of the weight coming out of this state. That would be 26 million
pounds leaving the state, supporting jobs in other states. I believe that, at
the low end, if it’s 18 cents -- if they’re getting the 18 cents, because I’m
only getting 2 -- it is about $4.6 million.
So don’t tell me jobs are being canceled by manufacturers. Jobs
are being forced out of the state, money is being forced out of the state
because of the way the plans are run now.
Without the DEP here in this building supporting -- they don’t
have to price regulate. But they know what it costs to get rid of glass; they
know what it costs for me to send my truck out, send the truck back,
demanufacture the TV, and to dispose of the glass properly. DEP has that
number. The DEP has our numbers; every month we need to report. You
want a report quarterly? Force the manufacturers to do it monthly, and
watch their heads explode. We do it monthly, the counties do it monthly.
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Our numbers are flawless, and it’s been that way since I’ve been a Class D
for eight years.
I can’t continue to operate the way I am. Come the end of this
year I, like Jim, will be letting my counties know I’m out. Because they’re
the ones footing the bill; they’re the ones paying us -- not the
manufacturers. It makes no sense.
I implore you: Without help, without the DEP sitting down
and working out true costs, and with these manufacturers still in control of
these plans, if today’s my last hurrah, I won’t be in business at the end of
the year.
Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for your comments.
Diana Vigilante, ANJHHWC. So you’re going to have to tell
us, first, what that means, Diana.
D I A N A E. V I G I L A N T E: I just wanted-- I’m here representing
the Association of New Jersey Hazardous Waste Coordinators (sic).
SENATOR SMITH: Okay.
MS. VIGILANTE: And we submitted a letter with a markup of
our revisions to the Bill. I just wanted to make sure you’re in receipt of
that, and you take those into consideration.
SENATOR SMITH: We are.
MS. VIGILANTE: Okay.
May I go on and give you a personal perspective?
SENATOR SMITH: Yes.
MS. VIGILANTE: Coming from Somerset County?
SENATOR SMITH: Sure.
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MS. VIGILANTE: In March, we went out to bid for a vendor
for our new e-waste program. We got a contractor. Come the last week of
June, the contractor decided he wasn’t going to sign the contract, which
starts July 1. He has only weight obligation for Somerset County through
December 2015. My contract is a year contract. He cannot commit to
additional dates that he doesn’t have; I understand that.
In Somerset County, we have one County collection site. Our
21 municipalities do not run e-waste programs; everyone comes to the
County program.
We are currently out to bid for a new contract and a new
vendor. If I do not get bids come July 30, the County has no option but to
issue a press release to the residents of Somerset County that we will be
closing down our programs come September 1.
That’s the personal perspective from Somerset County. Thank
you for listening.
SENATOR SMITH:

We appreciate your coming down,

Diana.
MS. VIGILANTE: Thank you.
SENATOR SMITH:

John Purves, Class D recycling facilities,

suggested changes.
Mr. Purves.
J O H N R. P U R V E S, Esq. : Thank you, Chairman.
Senators of the Committee, I represent a number of Class D
recycling facilities; I have for many, many years, both as a legal
representative, but also as an environmental consultant in terms of the
development and expansion of these facilities.
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I have not provided individual testimony this time; I did, I
think, at the very first Committee hearing you had earlier this year.
I have worked with some of my clients, who are here today -who we’ve heard from already, in terms of their testimony. I won’t go into
details about a lot of the minutia of the Bill and so on, but I just want to
emphasize a couple of points.
One is, I think the aim of this legislation, years ago, was to get
electronic waste out of landfills and incinerators, out of disposal facilities.
We’ve done a very good job of that, mostly because county governments,
local municipal governments have developed very effective programs to
collect electronic waste. We work with electronic recyclers; this material
moves back into the marketplace.
In the early years, manufacturers paid the responsible amount
for the take-back of this electronic waste.

I don’t want to go into the

numbers of what they were before, but it was free and convenient -- as the
legislation desired -- to municipal and county governments, to the
consumers.
Today we have free and convenient -- to the manufacturers;
that’s what we have. They are paying a penny, two pennies per pound for
this. This is essentially free and convenient to the manufacturers.
I think what we have to decide is, do we want to continue to
have electronic waste out of disposal facilities? Who needs to pay for that?
Who do we want to charge? Right now, the direction we have, the current
status-- And it started in 2013; we talked to the DEP in 2014, it became
widely known then. I think we presented this to the Legislature this year. I
think we now know that manufacturers are not paying very much for this;
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as a result, counties are doing one of two things: Counties are paying a lot
of the money for the free and convenient to the manufacturers.
Secondly, we’re now seeing a trend where counties and
municipal governments are going to stop the programs. That’s the trend,
that’s what’s happening, that will continue. So we have to decide: Who do
we want to have to pay for the proper taking back of this electronic waste
back into the system?
The second point is, I think we’re seeing a lot of problems with
national companies that are not properly handling this material. I think we
do need a mechanism for the DEP to authorize recyclers that collect this
material so that we know that this material is going to the proper sources. I
think we need to register out-of-state facilities.

We can decide, we can

discuss how they’re charged -- whether it’s equalized with Class D facilities.
But I think we need a mechanism for authorizing out-of-state recyclers as
well, so that we aren’t part of the problem, nationally, with some of these
firms that are not doing it properly.
Okay, that’s my testimony.
SENATOR SMITH: It was very short and to the point.
Our last witness signed up is John White, in favor, from
LogTech, LLC.
Mr. White.
J O H N

L.

W H I T E: Mr. Chairman, distinguished Committee

members, my name is John White. I’m the owner of LogTech, a VeteranOwned Small Business, Class D recycler in the State of New Jersey. And we
service 32 townships within Ocean, Monmouth, and Middlesex counties.
I’ve submitted my testimony.
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First of all, let me state that I will keep my comments short
because you’ve heard my colleagues, and I agree with the points that
Magnum, Newtech, and Monmouth Wire have made today.
But I’d like to summarize this opportunity -- or take this
opportunity to summarize my company’s perspective and relate it back to
my testimony that I submitted. And in doing so, I’d like to talk about four
impact areas, three of which are directly involved in my company.
The economic impacts: First of all, to run a certified recycling
business in this state is an expensive proposition. It costs us quite a bit of
money between our certifications and our Class D registrations; $21,000
alone, annually, to the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection. Another $6,000 to $7,000 for certifications to be R2, RIOS, or
e-Steward certified. And the Federal regulations and the State regulations
are increasing all the time, to where now we have to have dual certifications.
If you are R2 you must have at least one or more other certifications, like
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 -- which my company is all three certified.
We have to pay for these certifications on an annual basis.
The insurances to run a Class D -- just to give you an idea of
the workman’s compensation increases: I went from $1.18 per $100 of
payroll to $10.16 per $100 of payroll -- almost a five-time increase -- just
last year.
My point being is, it is expensive to do this line of work
correctly.

And that’s what you want, is you want to ensure that your

residents’ materials -- the data is secured, the data is destroyed, it’s not
breached, and that the hazardous materials are not getting into the landfill
and make it to the grave. I cannot do that at 2 cents cost per pound. My
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profit-loss statements for the last 18 months have me over a negative
income of $300,000. If you take 2 cents cost-per-pound, and you multiply
it by 2 million pounds that I get from a broker -- that’s $40,000. Now, I
know you’re thinking, “Well you have commodity trade-in value.”
Commodity markets have been down since fuel prices have been down. But
even in the better market -- let’s estimate that as $135,000; coupled with
the $40,000 I got, it’s $175,000. It doesn’t cover my certifications, my
insurance, my fleet, etc., etc., to operate a business.
So all we are asking for is fair compensation for the boots-onthe-ground work that we do. We do the heavy lifting, we do the collections,
we do the processing, we do the packaging, we do the shipping. A fair price
is all we’re asking for.
As a result -- my second impact area -- as a result of our
financial problems over the last 18 months, I’ve had to significantly make
some tough decisions regarding my workforce. And these were not easy
decisions.

Right now, I’m making a trade -- whether I do some more

reductions or do I drop health care for my employees. And I refuse to drop
their health care.
So I’m sitting in front of this Committee today saying, “The
compensation has to be there.” I’ve laid off eight people since last fall. I’ve
had to reduce my workforce for three employees down to 30 hours a week,
and I’m barely making that 30 hours, because they have to have 30 hours in
order to keep their healthcare benefits.

It’s a tough situation, and it’s

getting worse. So the second impact is on the employment and job impact
side of it.
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The final impact is on certifications themselves, and I’ve
already addressed the costs. I think we really need to look at leveling the
playing here. I have no problem with out-of-state companies coming in, as
long as they’re meeting the same criteria that I have to meet to work in this
state. I think we have a dual criteria, and we have an opportunity right
now, with these revisions, to level that playing field. So that if an out-ofstate comes in, they’re paying the same price as I’m paying to the New
Jersey DEP. They’re under the same criteria for certification, audits, etc.
We have quarterly enforcements. New Jersey DEP can walk in
at any time during that quarter and inspect my facility. I think we should
level the playing field with anybody else who is coming in, and not make it
tougher on the businesses that are operating within this state.
Finally, I think there’s an impact that none of us have talked
about today, but I certainly want to represent my company here in my
testimony in saying that -- and that’s the community side of this. We have
a lot of community awareness events that we do, supporting our clients,
such as Fall Fest in New Egypt, Jackson Day, Toms River Seafood Fest.
These are things that we get out there and we make the community aware
of the importance of electronics recycling. In addition to that, my company
is involved with educational programs. Little Egg Harbor -- on an annual
basis, we go down and educate 3rd grades. We created a Sponge Bob movie
to accomplish that. We take a disassembled computer down there and we
show them the value of the materials in it, and why we want to recover that
material to lessen the impact on the environment from a mining
perspective.
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We also do donation programs. Our donation programs, our
PC2 Compete program -- we work with community leaders to give recycled
electronics to disadvantaged families to kind of bridge the digital divide. In
addition to that, we have a donation program, called PC2 Compete, where
we’ll donate computers that have been refurbished to schools; we did four
of those to a science lab in Toms River. And finally, we work with Purple
Heart Home, a veteran organization that’s in collaboration with Home
Depot, to modify homes for handicapped -- to make them handicappedaccessible for our veterans returning.

And we’ve made a goal from our

company to put a computer -- a recycled computer in every one of those
houses. And I’m happy today to say that we’ve done that.
My point here being that the community is going to be
impacted if my company closes down.

And I am sitting today, very

honestly -- I even brought my profit and loss statements with me -- to say if
something doesn’t change, I will be out of business at the end of this year.
And not only is it a loss for my employees, our company, and all the
investment that we made, but we cannot continue doing business the way it
is happening today. And also, the community will be at a loss, I believe.
So in closing, I’d just like to say that at LogTech we are
dedicated and care about people, our communities, and the environment.
And we hopefully would like to think that you will support the revisions
and changes that we’ve made to the law.
With that, that’s the end of my testimony.
SENATOR SMITH: Thank you for your comments.
Any questions for Mr. White?
SENATOR BATEMAN: No, thank you.
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SENATOR SMITH:

All right. So Mr. White, you were the

last witness.
The plan for this legislation -- when the court stenographer (sic)
finishes the transcript, we’re going to send it to the DEP. We’re going to
set up a meeting with the DEP in August.

If any member of this

Committee wants to be part of that meeting, just let Kevil know and you
will be invited to it. And then we’re going to sit down with the DEP and go
over all these issues, and see if we can find a way to make the Bill even
better than it is.
And then the plan is, whenever the next Senate session is -September, October -- we’re going to try to put up a-- We’ll do a second
reading; we’ll amend it on second reading, if there are amendments
necessary. And then we’ll try to get it passed on the Senate side.
So that’s the plan.
Everybody have a great summer. Stay cool.

(MEETING CONCLUDED)
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